
● A major goal for developmental neuroscience is understanding how 
maturational processes are coordinated between different brain regions.

● Recent studies examining multiple inter-related cortical neuroanatomical 
features, have results challenging to interpret: differences across 
connectivity measures cannot be interpreted as a function of a specific 
neuroanatomical measure. [1]

● Neuroanatomical indices such as cortical thickness (CT) and surface 
area (SA) arise through separate developmental processes and are 
differentially affected by disorders. [2]

● Using a novel multivariate technique, nonnegative matrix factorization 
(NMF), we sought to investigate this inter-relatedness in the context of 
developing brain anatomy. [3]
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● Using NMF, we developed a technique that detects data-driven spatial patterns of covariance across cortical sheet with respect to multiple brain features. this enables us to describe 
neuroanatomical features’ heterogeneous weighing and relationship within and across the cortical components, in a single framework.

● Identified components were largely bilateral, showing local systems that divide anatomical sub-regions. A non-uniform relationship between CT and SA measures exists throughout 
the components, across developmental period. Particularly, a negative relationship was found across several regions, underlying fundamental neurodevelopmental mechanisms 
processes, including pruning, and cortical remodeling. These components can also act as a normative scaffold for neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Data: 
We used the baseline subset of a unique longitudinal sample of structural 
MRI acquired from 776 youths (357 F) aged 5 to 25 (M:12.4, SD:~3), 
provided through an extensive study conducted at the National Institute of 
Mental Health (NIMH; Bethesda, MD, USA).
Extracting Morphometric Features: 
Using the CIVET pipeline (2.1.0), a fully automated morphometric 
analysis pipeline [4], the anatomical metrics cortical thickness (CT)  and 
surface area (SA) were extracted from the processed T1 scans over 
~80,000 cortical vertices to asses the vertex-based morphometry analysis.

Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF): 

 

Fig 2) NMF Input matrix:
Side by side the vertex-wise metrics for CT and SA 
(z-scored) feature for every subject:
Each row: a cortical vertex
Each column: vertex-wise data for the subject-metric 
combination.

Develop a technique that is able to look at multiple morphometric 
measures in the cortex and decompose those sources of variance. 

Specific Aim

Selecting the number of components: 
To balance high stability while capturing major 
changes in accuracy, a split half stability coefficient 
and the change in reconstruction errors for a range of 
component decomposition will be calculated.
Here, we experimentally selected 10 components for 
further analysis.
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The spatial components and the weight matrix together, show the component specific description with respect to multiple measures in each of spatial components. 
Fig 3C) e.g.: Component 1, located in the temporal pole and medial prefrontal cortex, replicating the default-mode network (DMN), corresponds more heavily to 
weighing on a high CT but low SA. (as highlighted in red, weight matrix plot.) Fig 3D) other examples of right hemisphere. . 
 

Fig 3A) Spatial cortical components structural map of a 10 component NMF decomposition. 
(Right hemisphere shown). Each component identifies a selection of vertices sharing a 
morphological variance pattern.
 

 

Fig 3B) Weight matrix, representing each component's weight 
across subjects' morphometric features.

 

Fig 1) NMF is a multivariate technique that decomposes the input matrix 
V into two matrices: component matrix W and weight matrix H. In this 
implementation, W assigns a component score to each vertex, describing 
clusters of vertices sharing a morphometric covariance pattern, and H 
contains subject weightings describing the morphological variation of an 
individual within each spatial component. [3]
 

Component 9: Transition area connecting 
temporal, occipital, parietal lobes

High CT, low SA

Component 5: Lateral occipital lobe
Low CT, moderate SA

Component 7: Precuneus area
Low CT, high SA
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